
New STEM Exhibit Experiences
Overview
This project will see MHCM become the Hudson Valley’s 
first hands-on science center - and in doing so, will provide 
meaningful and memorable engagement for families with 
children up to age 12.

The highlight of this exciting shift will be the transformation of 
the Museum’s second floor into a vibrant and fully-interactive 
exhibit gallery called Science Revealed.

$700,000
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Science Revealed will feature a collection of 16 new, world-class, hands-
on science exhibits that invite guests into full-body physical exploration of 
motion, air, forces, fluids, and electricity.

Exhibit experiences of Science Revealed will be complemented by new 
educational field trip programs that support New York State’s Science 
Learning Standards through grade 6.

Audience
Children ages 4 - Adult

Planned Exhibit Experience Zones
Motion: Through hands-on exhibits that playfully incorporate objects that 
spin, launch, and whirl, museum visitors will explore the four basic kinds of 
motion: rotary, oscillating, linear and reciprocating.

Air: Several open-ended exhibits invite visitors to experiment with how 
various objects behave in changing airflow. Directionality, hovering, 
spinning and other unexpected movements make air exhibits perennial 
favorites.

Forces: Incorporating everyday objects—such as a slinky, sand or magnets 
— into hands-on exhibits, allows for physics concepts such as friction, 
magnetism, gravity, tension and applied forces to come to life.

Fluids: Tornadoes, vortexes and turbulence make for wonderful hands-on 
exhibits that introduce fluid mechanics, the science that considers how 
liquids, gases and plasmas behave at rest or in motion.

Electricity: Zap! Pop! Buzz! Some of the most exciting exhibits 
planned for Science Revealed are those that feature electricity – the 
phenomenon associated with stationary or moving electric charges.
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Planned Facility Enhancements
•  Installation of new exhibition, Science Revealed; a collection of  

16 new interactive exhibits on core science principles

• New overhead gallery lighting

• New flooring
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